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theoristto favourecological representationswhilst anotherdoes not. Is it that
the ecological conception of representationemerges out of an approachto a
or is it that the ecological psychologist expects
distinctive explanandumn,
somethingvery specific from the cognitive explanansin terms of integrating
perceptionand action?
Bermuidez'saccountof self-consciousnessalso raises questionsabouthow
self-consciousness relates to consciousness and to the conscious status of
mental states. Are the ecological representationswhich provide the basis for
primitiveself-consciousness conscious representations?Insofaras these representations enable a subject to be aware of herself, of her position and
orientationand so on, it would seem thatsuch representationsshould countas
conscious representations.But, unless we assume that every instance of representation of an object constitutes an instance of awareness of, or
consciousness of, thatobject, we seem to requirea principledaccountof how
representationof objects differs from awarenessof objects. I raise these queries, not as objections, but as examples of some of the questions raised, for
this reader, by Bermudez's rich and fascinating account of nonconceptual
self-consciousness.

The Paradox of Self-Consciousness

should provide

rewardingand thought-provokingreading, not just for philosophers with a
tastefor paradoxesandtheirsolutions,butfor anyonewho wantsto learnhow
it is thatthey came to be a self-conscious subject.
King's College
Cambridge CB2 1ST
UK

NEIL MANSON

Being There: Putting Brain, Body, and World TogetherAgain, by
Andy Clark.Cambridge,MA: MIT Press, 1997. Pp. xix + 269. P/p $15.00.
The title of Andy Clark'sbook is, among other things, a referenceto one of
the centraltermsin MartinHeidegger'searly work:"Dasein"(being there)is
the word that Heidegger uses to refer to beings like ourselves. Clark is no
Heideggerscholar,but the referenceis deliberate;among the predecessorsto
his book he lists not only Heideggerhimself, butalso the AmericanHeidegger
scholarHubertDreyfusandthe FrenchHeideggereanphenomenologistMaurice Merleau-Ponty.This triumviratehas played an increasingly important
role in recent years among the "alternative"cognitive science set, owing
largely to the influence of Dreyfus's 1979 book WhatComputersCan't Do
(Cambridge,MA: MIT Press, 1979), which enlisted Heideggerianand Merleau-Pontean argumentsin the fight against classical symbolic processing
approachesto artificialintelligence. Clark'sbook fits squarelyin this "alternative"tradition,and it is an importantcontributionto the existing literature.
It surveys a large arrayof results in cognitive scientifically oriented fields
ranging from robotics to developmentalpsychology, and it argues convincingly thatthese resultsshouldencourageus to embracea radicalnew research
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paradigmin the cognitive sciences. The centralclaim is thatmainstreamcognitive scientists should,like theirmorerevolutionarycolleagues, learnto substitute for "the disembodied,atemporalintellectualistvision of mind ... the
image of mind as a controller of embodied action" (p. 7). As a clear and
brightly written account of this alternativemovement in cognitive science,
andperhapseven as a kindof mission statementfor the new paradigm,Clark's
book is one of the finest I have read.It is limited, however,by the fact thatthe
interestingand well-describedempiricalworkthatforms the centerof his presentation does not always provide sufficient resources for addressing the
equally importantphilosophicalproblemslurkingat its edges.
Clark'scentralstrategyin the book is to describe, in clear andjargon-free
language, the various scientific results he endorses and the challenges he
understandsthem to pose for the classical computermodel of the mind.Taken
together, he argues, these results outline an "emergentist"alternativethat
depends upon the idea that "adaptivesuccess [inheres] as much in the complex interactions among body, world, and brain as in the inner processes
boundedby skin and skull"(p. 84). In particular,Clarkidentifiesin the emergentist position at least three majordeparturesfrom the classical approach.
First is the rejectionof "the image of [the mind as] a central planner that is
privyto all the informationavailableanywherein the system"(p. 21); second
is "therejectionof any blanketimage of perceptionas the passive reception
of information"(p. 50); and thirdis a correspondingly"extended"notion of
the mind as intrinsically embedded in both the body and the environment.
"Mind is", in Clark's evocative, if somewhat mysterious, phrase, "a leaky
organ,foreverescaping its 'natural'confines and mingling shamelessly with
body and with world"(p. 53).
Because Clark'scentralstrategyis to defend these departuresby reference
to empiricalresearch,his discussions straddlethe territorybetween research
proposaland philosophicalclaim. An instanceof the formercan be found in
the way Clarkuses the workof MITroboticistRodneyBrooks to illustratethe
idea that we need not think of the mind as a centralplanner.Brooks has had
considerablesuccess, Clarkreports,in buildingsmall robotsthat are capable
of moving aboutin changing,real-worldenvironmentsin orderto accomplish
simple tasks.The key to his success is a design featurethatBrookscalls "subsumptionarchitecture".In subsumptiondesigns, thereis no single partof the
robotthatis responsiblefor coordinatingall of the subtasksnecessaryfor the
entiresystem to accomplishits goal-no centralplanner,in otherwords,that
has access to all of the system information.In place of this, each robotis made
up of severalindependentsubsystems,each of which is capableof makingthe
robot perform a certain relatively self-contained behavior (locomotion,
object-avoidance,object-retrieval,etc.), and each of which will "subsume"
the others (take over control from them) when particularconditions in the
encounteredenvironmentobtain. By taking its commands directly from the
environment,so to speak, a subsumptiondesigned robot wastes no time con-
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vertingsensory informationinto symbolic code, or convertingsymbolic code
back into motorcommands;in this way, it avoids the "representational
bottleneck"thatis characteristicof the centralplanningstrategy.
Clark reports that subsumptiondesigned robots have had better success
thantheirclassical counterpartsin achieving adaptive,real-timeresponses in
a changing environment,and he suggests that the subsumptiondesign is the
key to theirsuccess. If this analysisis right,then it's a good reasonto advocate
furtherstudy of Brooks's approachto robot design. Therefore,as a rhetorically persuasive proposal for future empirical research, I would say that
Clark'spresentationis a clear success. But it's importantto notice, as Clark
does implicitly,thatBrooks's accomplishmentsin the empiricalrealmtell us
nothingat all aboutthephilosophical claim thatthe mind is a centralplanner.
This is because it's possible, of course, that the success is accidental-due,
perhaps,to nothingmore interestingthana lack of imaginationon the partof
the centralplanningstrategists,or possibly to limitationsin the speed of their
hardware.For this reason,the real importanceof Clark'sdiscussion turnsout
to be narrativeratherthanphilosophical.The point is not thatBrooks'srobots
unequivocallyinvalidatethe image of the mind as central planner(indeed,
Clark himself ends up advocating a via media). Rather, the subsumption
approachadmirablyillustratesa way of interconnectingperceptionandaction
thatClarkthinksis not only useful in effective robotdesign, butis also in fact
how humanperceptionand action work. Thus, having shown how subsumption designed robots take motor instructionsdirectly from the encountered
environment,Clarkspringboardsinto the further,thoughstill empirical,claim
thathumanperceptionis also, in manycases at least, "gearedto trackingpossibilities for action"(p. 50).
In developing this latterclaim, Clark offers exactly the kind of empirical
data that provides importantconstraintson philosophical theory: he offers
psychological data about humanperceptionand action. Before we consider
this data, however, let's clarify the position that Clark describes. Clark
believes thatperceptionis not the passivereceptionof action-neutralinformation about the world; rather, perceiving just is, in many cases, discerning
directlyfrom the environmentwhat action it requiresthe person to perform.
Considerthe example that Clarkpresents.A classical accountof the relation
between perceptionand action would envisage a two-stage process:first,use
perceptualinformationto representthe way the world is (there is a chair in
front of me, say), then infer from this informationwhat action is required(I
should sit down). By contrast,Clarkendorsesa view accordingto which perception and action are more intimatelyconnected:what I see is that there is
somethingthat"affords"sitting. Orrather,I see somethingthatdrawsout this
action (performthe actionof sittingdown). The informationthatI receiveperceptually,accordingto this view, just is information-motor information,so
to speak-about what action to perform.
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The idea that we perceive "affordances"in the environment-"possibilities", as Clarkexplains, "foruse, intervention,and action offeredby the local
environmentto a specific type of embodiedagent"(p. 50)-is not new.A version of this idea was first developed by Merleau-Pontyin the 1940s, and the
term was made popularin the 1950s and 60s by the Americanpsychologist
JamesGibson.Clarkgives due creditto these perceptualtheorists,butthe evidence he offers in supportof the view comes from morerecentpsychological
research,which seeks to establishan intimateconnectionbetween perception
and action by showing thatperceptualadaptationis "specificto certainmotor
loops" (p. 38). For instance,Clarkdescribes work by Thach et al. in which a
dartthrowergraduallyadaptsto prismaticglasses that shift the visual image
to one side. We have all heardthat subjects like this can eventuallylearn to
performas well with the glasses on as they did originallywithoutthem.What
is surprisingin this case, however, is that the adaptationis motor-loop-specific: "Askedto throwthe dartsunderhandinsteadof overhand... the subjects
showed no comparableimprovement"(p. 38). Clarkconcludes from this that
the perceptualinformationthe subject receives is not objective information
aboutwhere the targetis, but action-specificinformationabout what to do in
orderto get the dartthere. Clark would find furthersupportfor this view in
recent work by the physiological psychologists Melvyn Goodale and David
Milner,especially in their book The VisualBrain in Action (Oxford:Oxford
UniversityPress, 1995).
The philosophical cumnpsychological idea that perception, action, and
environmentare tightly interwovenin this way is seductive indeed, and it is
one to which this revieweris sympathetic.But Clark'smore general view of
the mind as a "leakyorgan",a view accordingto which "theexternalenvironment becomes",as he says, "a key extension to our mind"(p. 61), is both less
clear and less clearly arguedfor. To begin with, although such a claim may
resonateinitially with externalistsin the philosophyof mind, Clark'sview is
so unrelatedto traditionalexternalismthat he offers almost no discussion at
all of the centralphilosophicaltexts from Putnam,Burge, Davidson,and others thatone might have hoped to find surroundingsuch a claim (Putnamis in
fact mentionedin footnote 23 to chapterten). What the view consists in precisely.is difficult to ascertain, but it seems to depend upon the idea that
changes to our environmentcan often be understoodas changes in ourselves,
since they can "fundamentallyalter the information-processingtasks our
brainsconfront"(p. 63). Surely there are cases in which we use the environment this way. An example like the one Clarkgives is a'propos: if I write a
reminderto myself to take out the trashon Thursday,and I put thatreminder
someplace where I'm sure to see it on Thursday,then I no longer have to
waste my own mental energy rememberingthe task between now and then.
One mightreasonablyhold, as Clarkdoes, thatin such a case I have madethe
environmentdo for me whatI otherwisewould have done myself. But having
admitted this much, must we go on to say that my mind is therefore
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"extended"into the environment?Whatexactly does such a claim mean?And
even if we takethe radicalstep of endorsingthis claim, one mightstill wonder
whetherit is completely typical of one's actions to affect the environmentin
this way: what am I doing to the blue sky, for instance,when I lie on my back
and stareat it? The thesis of the "extendedmind",thoughevocative,remains
somewhatmysteriousin the absence of any discussion of issues like these.
The unclarityof this view is even more unsettlingwhen Clarkextends it
into the well-traveleddomainof language.Accordingto Clark,languageitself
is best understood "as a tool that alters the nature of computational tasks
involvedin variouskindsof problemsolving" (p. 193).The problemwith this
view of languageis notjust thatit does little to justify Clark'smetaphorof the
"extended mind". For a philosopher of language (the kind of person most
likely to skip directlyto a chapterentitled"Language:the ultimateartifact"),
the view would be simply unconvincing.In largepartthis is a marketingproblem: becauseClarkis more interestedin developinghis view of languagethan
in arguingfor its fundamentalassumptions,and because these fundamental
assumptionsare at odds with those standardlyaccepted in the philosophy of
languagecommunity,any traditionalphilosopherof language will feel alienatedfrom the start.This is not to say thatClark'sobservationsaboutlanguage
are inaccurateor false. Rather,it is to admit that because, as he emphasizes,
his view is meantto be an alternativeto any approachthathighlightsthe communicativeaspects of language,and because, as he might have added,it is little concernedwith the problemsof truth,meaning,and referenceas well, the
traditionalphilosopherof language will find little in Clark'sview that is recognizably relatedto what she considers a philosophicalaccountof language.
Rather,the discussion in this chapterfocuses centrally on the question how
"linguisticartifacts"might "complementthe activity of the pattern-completing brain"(p. 200), and, althoughthis questionshould be of greatimportance
to those operating within the connectionist paradigm, it is not obviously
important,or even very relevant,to more traditionalphilosophicalproblems
concerninglanguage.
Clark'sdiscussion of languagerepresentsone of the places wherehis book
hints at philosophical issues that it does not have the resources to address.
There are other examples of this shortcoming as well. Chapter eight, for
instance, is devoted to the importantphilosophicalproblemof the natureof
representation.It would be an unflattering,but not completely inaccurate,
accountof this chapterto say thatit is centeredaroundthe unimpressiveclaim
in the philosophy of mind could become reprethat anti-representationalists
sentationalistsif they only meant something different by "representation".
Weak claims like this one will be galling to philosophersof mind and others
attunedto the traditionaldebatesin the literature,but I do not take them to be
the paradigmaticaspects of Clark's work. Rather,what he has given us is an
extremelyreadableand authoritativeaccountof some of the most interesting
researchin cognitive science over the last decade.This researchis relevantto
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central issues in the philosophy of mind, and Clark's book, in both its
strengthsand weaknesses, makes it clear where the most importantrelevancies lie.

Departmentof Philosophy
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1879 Hall
PrincetonNJ 08544-1006
USA

SEAN D. KELLY

Philosophy and the Criminal Law: Principle and Critique,edited by
Antony Duff. Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1998. Pp. 261. H/b
?35.00.
This book has contributionsfromtwo philosophersand threelegal academics.
Two of the three lawyers write from a point of view sympatheticto critical
legal theory,which sees the legal system as a device for protectingsocial inequality and its GeneralPartas fraughtwith inconsistency.Much more of the
"lively and exciting" writingpromisedby the blurbis to be found in the contributionsof the two philosophers,Husak and Duff, and in some of Norrie's
chapter,than in the other two pieces, which are for the most part writtenat
such an abstractlevel thatthey are difficultto follow; thoughJohn Gardner's
piece, "On the GeneralPartof the CriminalLaw", is more circumspectand
less tedious thanNicola Lacey's "Contingency,Coherence,Conceptualism",
which embraces much of the critical theoristparty line. I shall say no more
aboutthese two, but concentrateon the otherthree,which are in my view the
more worthwhilechapters.
Alan Norrie ("Simulacraof Morality'?") illustratesthe critical theorists'
conception of law by appeal to the separationof motive from intention:you
areguilty of theft whetheryourmotive is need or greed,you areguilty of murder whetherthe motive is altruistic,as in euthanasia,or malicious, or totally
absent. Motive is excluded from the attributionof liability because it is a
threatto social control and would enable the poor to say their motive was
need. In consequencelaw tends to ignore the moralcontext of actions:Moloney, who negligently shot the stepfather he loved, and the miners who
droppeda concrete block on to a motorwayto frightena strike-breaker,were
bothfound guilty of the same offence, manslaughter.Mistakesin rapelaw and
on the partof someone defendinga wronglypresumedinnocentpartyareboth
treatedas exculpatory,ignoring the differencebetween the motives of a sexual predatorand an altruisticdefender.Moreover,ourlaw fails to takeaccount
of the overlappingmoralcommunitiesto which it applies.Whereasmost people agree that theft from individualsis wrong, for example, they are divided
over whetherit is all right to steal frornsupermarketsand othercorporations.
Antony Duff takes up this challenge in a masterly essay, "Principleand
Contradiction",which exposes some of the main confusions of the critical

